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Enable. Dynamos and Generators convert mechanical rotation into electric power. Dynamo - a
device that makes direct current electric power using electromagnetism. It is also known as a
generator, however the term generator normally refers to an "alternator" which creates
alternating current power. Generator - normally this term is used to describe an alternator which
creates AC power using electromagnetism. Batteries may have been discovered as early as BC.
They simply use chemical reaction to make and store electricity. Scientists experimented with
the battery to invent the early incandescent lamp, electric motors and trains, and scientific
tests. However batteries were not reliable or cost effective for any regular electrical use, it was
the dynamo that radically changed electricity from a curiosity into a profitable, reliable
technology. How it Works 2. Brief History of Dynamos and Generators 3. Videos of generators.
First you need a mechanical power source like a turbine powered by water falling , wind turbine,
gas turbine or steam turbine. A shaft from one of these devices is connected to a generator to
make power. Dynamos and generators work using the wild complex phenomena of
electromagnetism. Understanding the behavior of electromagnetism, its fields and its effects is
a large subject of study. We will keep things simple to help introduce you to the interesting
subject of power generation. You cannot see a magnetic field, but it is often illustrated using
lines of flux. In the illustration above lines of magnetic flux would follow the lines created by the
iron filings. When the rotor cuts through lines of magnetic flux it makes electricity. Due to
Faraday's Law of Induction if you take a wire and move it back and forth in a magnetic field, the
field pushes on electrons in the metal. Copper has 27 electrons, the last two in the orbit are
easily pushed on to the next atom. This movement of electrons is electrical flow. See the video
below showing how current is induced in a wire:. If you take a lot of wire such as in a coil and
move it in the field, you create a more powerful "flow" of electrons. The strength of your

generator depends on:. See the video to see all of this demonstrated:. Above: a simple
electromagnet referred to as a solenoid. The term "solenoid" actually describes the tubular
shape created by the coiled wire. The magnets are usually not made of natural magnetite or a
permanent magnet unless it is a small generator , but they are copper or aluminum wire coiled
around an iron core. Each coil must be energized with some power to make it into a magnet.
This coil around iron is called a solenoid. Solenoids are used instead of natural magnetite
because the solenoid is MUCH more powerful. A small solenoid can create a very strong
magnetic field. Above: The coils of wire in the generators must be insulated. Generator failure is
caused by temperatures rising too high which results in a breakdown of insulation and a short
between to parallel wires. Commutator - Learn more detail about them here Torque - force in a
rotational motion. Also see our page on Induction. Dynamo is an older term used to describe a
generator that makes direct current power. DC power sends electrons in only one direction. The
problem with a simple generator is that when the rotor rotates it eventually turns completely
around, reversing the current. Early inventors didn't know what to do with this alternating
current, alternating current is more complex to control and design motors and lights for. Early
inventors had to figure a way to only capture the positive energy of the generator, so they
invented a commutator. The commutator is a switch that allows current to only flow in one
direction. See the video below to see how the commutator works:. The Dynamo consists of 3
major components : the stator, the armature, and the commutator. Brushes are part of the
commutator, the brushes must conduct electricity as the keep contact with the rotating
armature. The first brushes were actual wire "brushes" made of small wires. These wore out
easily and they developed graphic blocks to do the same job. The stator is a fixed structure that
makes magnetic field, you can do this in a small dynamo using a permanent magnet. Large
dynamos require an electromagnet. The armature is made of coiled copper windings which
rotate inside the magnetic field made by the stator. When the windings move, they cut through
the lines of magnetic field. This creates pulses of electric power. The commutator is needed to
produce direct current. In direct current power flows in only one direction through a wire, the
problem is that the rotating armature in a dynamo reverses current each half turn, so the
commutator is a rotary switch that disconnects the power during the reversed current part of
the cycle. Since the magnets in an dynamo are solenoids, they must be powered to work. So in
addition to brushes which tap power to go out to the main circuit, there is another set of
brushes to take power from from the armature to power the stator's magnets. That's fine if the
dynamo is running, but how do you start a dynamo if you have no power to start? Sometimes
the armature retains some magnetism in the iron core, and and when it begins to turn it makes a
small amount of power, enough to excite the solenoids in the stator. Voltage then begins to rise
until the dynamo is at full power. If there is no magnetism left in the armature's iron, than often
a battery is used to excite the solenoids in the dynamo to get it started. This is called "field
flashing". Below in the discussion of wiring the dynamo you will notice how power is routed
through the solenoids differently. There are two ways of wiring a dynamo: series wound and
shunt wound. See the diagrams to learn the difference. Below, video of a small simple dynamo
similar to the diagrams above built in the s :. The generator differs from the dynamo in that it
produces AC power. Electrons flow in in both directions in AC power. It wasn't until the s that
engineers had figured out how to design powerful motors, transformers and other devices
which could use AC power in a way that could compete with DC power. While the alternator
uses commutators, the generator uses a slip ring with brushes to tap the power off of the rotor.
Attached to the slip ring are graphite or carbon "brushes" which are spring loaded to push the
brush onto the ring. This keeps power consistently flowing. Brushes get worn down over time
and need to be replaced. Below, video of slip rings and brushes, many examples from old to
new:. This looks different than the simple small dynamo examples you see used in teaching
how the devices work. In the photo below you will see clearly one coil on the armature the rest
were removed for servicing and other coils built into the stator. From the s until today 3 phase
AC power has been the standard form of power. Three phases is made through the design of
the generator. To make a three phase generator you have to place a certain number of magnets
on your stator and armature, all with proper spacing. Electromagnetism is as complex as
dealing with waves and water, so you need to know how to control the field through your
design. Problems include having your magnet unevenly attracted to the iron core, improper
calculations of the distortion of the magnetic field the faster it spins, the more the field is
distorted , spurious resistance in the armature coils, and a myriad of other potential problems.
Why 3 phase? The generator evolved from work by Michael Faraday and Joseph Henry in the s.
Once these two inventors discovered and documented the phenomena of electromagnetic
induction, it lead to experimentation by others in both Europe and North America. He also by
accident created the first alternator. He did not know what to do with the changing current, he

concentrated on trying to eliminate the alternating current to get DC power, this led him to
create the commutator. Electricity was still not commercially viable. A battery powered electric
train from Washington DC to Baltimore failed, proving a gross embarrassment to the new field
of electricity. After millions of dollars wasted steam still proved to be a better power source.
Electricity still needed to prove to be reliable and commercially viable. He filled the magnetic
field with an iron core which made a better path for magnetic flux. This increased the power of
the dynamo to the point were it was usable for many commercial applications. Brush Ohio
developed the most efficient and reliable dynamo design ever to that point. His inventions was
sold through the Telegraph Supply Company. Brush had over arc lights in operation,
representing 80 percent of all lamps world wide. The economic power of electrical age had
begun. DC dynamos reign supreme in the lucrative American market, many are skeptical to
invest in AC. AC generators were powerful, however the generator alone was not the biggest
problem. Systems for control and distribution of AC power needed to be improved before it
could compete with DC on a market. Most of them used Siemens and Ferranti generators as
their basis of study. William Stanley was quickly able to invent a better generator after being
unsatisfied with the Siemens generator he used in his first experiment. AC systems which
include better control and powerful electric motors allow AC to compete. The three-phase
generator designed by Mikhail Dolivo-Dobrovsky used at the exhibition is seen at left. Steinmetz
presents his paper to the AIEE on hysteresis. Steinmetz's understanding of the mathematics of
AC power is published and helps revolutionize AC power system design, including large AC
Generators. Westinghouse, Siemens, Oerlikon, and General Electric develop the world's most
powerful generators. Some generators still operate years later. Mechanicville, NY.
Westinghouse Generator being constructed and tested , designed by Oliver Shallenberger,
Tesla and others at Westinghouse. Louis Bell, and others at GE. Videos of generators 1. How it
Works: Basic: First you need a mechanical power source like a turbine powered by water falling
, wind turbine, gas turbine or steam turbine. But why? A series wound machine - click to see
close up. A shunt wound machine - click to see close up. Join us on Facebook. For use of
Edison Tech Center images and videos see our licensing agreement. Diesel Electric
Locomotives. AC Power History. Power Transmission. Electric Motors. Wires and Cables. Hello,
this is my first post here, so I hope it's in the right section, etc. We got a Polar Express remote
control from the "auction site" to use with it since the Hogwarts Express remotes are much
more expensive. I'm pretty sure both are operating at 27MHz, but the engine in not responding
to the remote. I can see a signal from the remote at around 27MHz on a spectrum analyzer, and
when I widen the response, I can see what appear to be pulses, so I think its working properly.
The engine turns on and makes sound effects, but that's it. Are schematics or wiring diagrams
available for the older 27MHz Hogwarts Express? Thank you! Replies sorted oldest to newest.
Are there not different frequencies for each remote so they are dedicated to a particular engine?
It is likely a Hogwarts remote may be necessary. The remotes are programed for each type
engine so that different engines can be run at the same time. Skip to main content. Original
Post. TA Tinplate Art Member. J Jim Member. Membership Required We're sorry. You must be
signed in to continue. Sign In or Register. Are you sure you want to remove from your Block
List? When you block a person, they can no longer invite you to a private message or post to
your profile wall. Finally, you'll never receive email notifications about content they create or
likes they designate for your content. Note: if you proceed, you will no longer be following. Link
copied to your clipboard. I would like to run two MTH street cars on the same track in the same
direction. Help please. Replies sorted oldest to newest. Running two trains on the same track,
even if they are identical as yours are, is always a problem. The two trains will not run at the
same speed due to minute manufacturing differences, lubrication, etc. One train will always be a
bit faster and catch up to the slower one. I believe you can add diodes in series with one lead to
the motor on the faster unit to drop the voltage until it runs at the same speed as the slower
unit. You can use track blocks and relays. When one streetcar is in a given block, relay is
closed, cutting power to segment of track entering that block, thus stopping the following
streetcar. When the first streetcar leaves the block, the relay opens restoring power to track
segment allowing second street car to proceed. Here is a diagram for train control using relays
that has been in Lionel books going back to the 50s. Here is a drawing I made for one block that
might be a little more clear to read. If running streetcars, you can remove the signal. The outside
insulated control rail should probably be much longer than shown in the picture. Like from from
one street intersection to the next street intersection. I'm probably mis-reading but what do you
mean by 2 loops with just one? Is there a significance to having 2 loops? In other words, is the
two-trolley operation running on just ONE of the two loops or is there some kind of inter-action
between the two loops? Sorry for being confusing. I have two loops I want to connect with turn
outs allowing access to either track. These are street cars. So by 2 streetcar operation, you're

referring to 2 streetcars operating on ONE loop? If these are NOT bump-n-reverse style
electronics, do these streetcars have traditional electronic reversing units? And do they have a
switch so you can "lock" them into one direction? If using the block-power method with relays
proposed by steve you can run into a situation where a momentary disruption of block power to
the trailing streetcar would trigger it to cycle thru its Fwd-Neutral-Reverse-Neutral sequence.
Another option, rather than removing power from the trailing block is to simply apply a lower
voltage to the trailing block to momentarily slow-down the trailing streetcar that is otherwise
gaining on the leading streetcar. In other words, the relay that he shows would switch in
full-track voltage or a couple volts less. The reduction can be implemented with some diodes I
strongly recommend you go to the Dallee Electronics web site. They make all the electronics
you need to accomplish your task. I am running 4 streetcars with 3 station stops in a figure 8
configuration. I use Dallee products to make this all work. It's not too difficult to set up. Good
question. What he said! Skip to main content. Original Post. T TrainLarry Member. S Steve
Member. How complicated are you willing to go? Here is a diagram for train control using relays
that has been in Lionel books going back to the 50s Here is a drawing I made for one block that
might be a little more clear to read. Images 2. Wells posted:. Steve posted:. S stan Member.
What kind of track are you using? Are these the MTH bump-n-reverse style trolleys? Bruce
Brown posted:. Membership Required We're sorry. You must be signed in to continue. Sign In
or Register. Are you sure you want to remove from your Block List? When you block a person,
they can no longer invite you to a private message or post to your profile wall. Finally, you'll
never receive email notifications about content they create or likes they designate for your
content. Note: if you proceed, you will no longer be following. Link copied to your clipboard.
Wiring any model railroad can be a daunting task. Like other parts of the hobby however, wiring
your railroad is not something to fear. Learn the basics, establish standards, learn as you go
and wire as you build. How big is your railroad? How many trains do you run? What accessories
do you have? The number of control switches, block sections, transformers, etc. The basic
principles however remain the same. While the quantity may change, the systems do not. The
pages within this blog are filled with diagrams, photos and video to make sense of it all. You
may not need all of this information, or you may just not need all of it right now. Command
Control Basics â€” What is it and what can it do? This page will help you make sense of all the
controller options available as you add to your command control capabilities to do more than
just run trains. There are multiple ways to connect your various accessories to command
control. For operating and uncoupling tracks, we have the OTC. And for other special
accessories, we have the AMC. And of course those devices and insulated outside rail blocks
will still work no matter what is powering your trains. You are really limited only by your
imagination when it comes to wiring your accessories. So what do you need to wire your
layout? By now you should know what each piece does and what it can handle. While your
layout is probably different from the one shown here, hopefully this sample will help show you
the way. First of all, thank you for this service as it will help to clear up many questions about
wiring. Thanks again. I believe this will help Lionel to convert many fence sitters to come over to
the added fun of the Legacy system with the use of AF trains. What conflict, if any, would be
impose if command was ADDED to turnouts already wired for standard controller operation. In
other words, can the turnouts operate in both command and direct modes at the same time?
The ASC and SC-2 are essentially push putton switches which replace your finger with a
command code from the command base. This is as I thought. Thank you very much for your fast
response. Upgrading my current system will not be an inexpensive job and I want to be sure
that I understand completely. This section and its videos have helped me confirm most of my
assumptions and given me a final confidence to move ahead. You have my forever thanks for
something I felt was very much needed! Our pleasure! Good luck with your conversion, and feel
free to reach out with questions any time. The process can be overwhelming in scope and
budget! Have fun! Thank you and what a great idea. In your sample laout, I see there are several
crossover sections to go from one loop to the other. These are using 2 swtches that are face to
face so to speak. In a crossover, both switches can be wired to one terminal on the controller.
Not only will it save you money on hardware, it will make operations easier as well. Sorry
looking for some tehie details too thus.. Thanks, just trying to fully understand things, so they
can all be seamlessly integrated and used to their max potential. If a command switch is in a
close proximity to these devices you can use DAT and common to drive those devices. Next
question related to back to back switches I have one section where there are basically 2 loops
connected with o36 switches. I am using 2 â€” o32 command control remotes on the mainline,
and 2 â€” o32 std remote switches on the inner loop. Would this cause any problems eg are the
OUT and THRU connections used to feedback voltage to the controller for indications , and is
there a way around this? Thank You! As a bonus to doing this, the Anti-Derail feature will throw

both switches too! We have building a brand new layout which will be quite large. We will only
be using legacy. Thank you. Thank you for your fast response. So if we add LEGACY to our
switches and accessories do we just put in either the accessories or operating track and then
take that back to where? We have operating fastrack, accessory fastrack, not sure exactly how
they work. Also we have a rotary coal tipple, is there anyway we can connect it to legacy so I
can operate with a preprogrammed sequence? Thank you so much for all your help. You can
find instructions for all of these on the wiring your layout page. For example, a crossing signal
can be controlled easily with an insulated rail and will be operated by the train â€” no need to
add a manual control unless you want to turn it on and off every time by yourself. Does anyone
have any idea of why Lionel cars with coil couplers are opening on various sections of
Fastrack? I am at wits end trying to figure this out. Does not matter which car any one of them
from , or any one particular section of track. It will happen on both my conventional blocks and
my Legacy blocks 7 blocks over all. I have tried taping over the shoes on the cars but this only
makes a mess of the track, gets caught in the switches 26 Command Control aux power and
does not really address he problem. Thanks for our input. I really do not want to disable all the
shoes with the wire cutters. There is no likely electrical reason for the problem. More probable
is that the coupler springs themselves have simply weakened with age. You could try replacing
the springs on the couplers. I am just getting back into Lionel model railroading. I purchased
some fastback and fastrack switches. Everyitme the loco rolls over the middle of the switch it
stops. This happens on both switches, it appears that all the rail connections are as they should
be and the wiring and jumper is correct. Am I missing something? I am changing from tubular
track to FasTrack. To get started, I just want to replicate my tubular layout in FasTrack. My
tubular switches each had original controllers but also had 2 wires from one directly to the
other This way one switch was activated by the train passing thru the other as shown on page
89 of The Big Book of Lionel 2nd edition. So here is my question. Can Fastrack switches be
wired together to do this, and if so what are the wiring connections required? YES, red and
green may be connected between switches. Both switches will activate simultaneously either by
switch remote. Seems the insulator pins conflict. Yes, you just need to move the insulated pins.
Use a pair of needle-nose pliers to pull them out of the ends of the rails. Just purchased my first
LionChief train and am curious about adding wiring accessories to this system. Can you
recommend a resource for this? You can add track-powered accessories to your LionChief set
using track power as you would with a transformer controlled set. The only caveat to this is that
any accessory wired to the track must have bulbs rated for 18V. Your LionChief power supply
has adequate power to run the train and a few small accessories without any problem. If you
want to power the accessories directly not from track power then an additional power supply
should be purchased. We recommend separating accessories and train power regardless of
what control system you use if you are going to have several around the layout. Our Accessory
Transformer will work well for this. You can find more specific tips for wiring the different types
of accessories here on these pages. I am starting a new first layout, if I plan on using the Lionel
Legacy Control, can I power the track with a constant 18volts right from the transformer? Do I
still need to add control blocks as in older layouts? Are the new engines equipped with the
Trainmaster and Legacy controls completely self controlled and not relying on the variable
voltage from the transformer,as long as I have a constant 18 volts to the tracks? I plan on using
all new updated engines. I need to know if all I need to do is provide a constant 18Volts to the
track and of course the one wire from the Legacy control. Yes, all you need is 18 volts to the
rails. There is no need for any blocks. Do you have any suggestions to fix this problem? How
can I print out a copy of these instruction. Racking my brain: In regards to my operating track
section, Lionel , which works fine using track power in both the uncouple and unload modes
using my operating box car , I prefer to wire it to a constant 14V power supply to my CW80 watt
transformer via the accessory terminals. The uncoupler still works fine, but not the unload
feature. All I did was remove the red lead from under the track and connect it to the 14v supply
per your video blog. The uncoupler still works fine, but the accessory rails do not. With my
multimeter, I notice that one set of accessory rails upon pressing the unload button energizes to
14v, but the other set of rails maintains a constant 1. When I re-hook up the red lead back to the
track for track power, everything works fine again. One set of accessory rails energizes to 14v
while the other set de-energizes to 0v and the box car operates just fine. Any idea why there
would be a difference just by re-directing the red lead to accessory power from track power.
Also, I did notice that my operating track upon removal of the beveled roadbed has 4 sets of
three copper terminals which I do not see in the instruction manual or in your videos. It appears
to be wired with red hot , green, and black wires at each location for some function that is
beyond me. Is this operating track different or are they all the same? I have a total of 28
command control fastrack that want to start wiring up to a central location. I am going to wire in

the switch lever and also use command control. As per the Lionel Fastrack book I am going to
use the Radio Shack 12 position terminal strips I am going to use separate power for the switch
not track power. So with the power feed and switch lever wiring that is a total of 6 wires going to
the terminal strip, so I can wire two switches per terminal strip. So here is my question,
according to the Lionel book they talk about using 22 gauge wiring, can I get away using Cat 3 6
wire 3 pair wiring which is 24 gauge instead of the 22 gauge? I am concerned mostly about the
power handling of the 24 gauge, will it be alright or do I need to use at least 22 gauge? If you
already have the 24 gauge wire, you can hook up your furthest switch for a test. If it works, you
should be fine for all. I am just getting used to 3 rail track, it has so many advantages over my
garden railway G gauge 2 rail, reverse loops are a breeze. Thanks Mike for the instructional
videos, just love the April Fools ones, Brilliant. As a newcomer setting up for son for Christmas
, I am hoping someone can answer what is probably a very simple question but I do not want to
assume and burn a house : If I want to say double a 40 x 60 Christmas train layout, with a few
cars and a dual motor diesel, is going from a CW 80 to a CW enough or do I also need to run
busses? Like, one bus on the opposite side if it is a symmetrical layout for example? I
experienced the obvious when I set it up normally with no busses and just the CW 80â€¦â€¦.
Thank you! This is my soon planned figure-8 layout, which also gives my LionChief 18 volt DC
Polar Express train the ability to reverse reverse loop its forward direction by using 4 remote
switches 2 left and 2 right. All advice and comments are welcomed please! I have kidsâ€¦so I am
going to have both lines totally separate, crossing over each other via a trestle at the midway
point of the longest walls. In other words, there will be 2 totally separate track systems so there
is no chance of collision. That being said, can I use the Lionel Legacy controller on 2 totally
separate tracks? Or do I have to use 2? Thanks in advance. I am ha
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ving trouble with the fast track and getting enough power to the track from the transformer
without the wires getting hot. There is power to the track but not enough to move the train
around the track. I have checked all of the connections and it is new track. The train will start
moving slowly and then just stops. Please help me with this problem as I am at a stand still and
need an expert to help me ouG. I have a three light stop light and a slide switch, how should this
be wired? Your email address will not be published. One other question. Exactly how do you
figure how many transformers you need for fastrack. Is there a step by step wiring book for
dummies anywhere? With pictures? Is there a way to turn a fastrack manual switch into a
automitac one? Lionel Fastrack Wiring I have a total of 28 command control fastrack that want
to start wiring up to a central location. Do I need to have capacitors across my blocks? Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

